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Getting her kicks

Give a little of yourself:
donate blood next week
Annual drive trades
cookies for plasma
By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Dnly Staff Writer

Students and faculty can take a few minutes out
of their busy day to relax on Monday and Tuesday
and enjoy some cookies, orange juice and ice
cream.
All it will cost: one pint of blood.
The annual SJSU blood drive will be in the Loma
Priem room of the Student Union on Monday and
Tuesday between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. The event is
sponsored
the Arnold Air Society and the
Stanford
:enter.

"Part of our organization is to help out the community and campus," said Air Force ROTC cadet
and Arnold Air Society member Derek Engard.
The cadets of the Arnold Air Society will volunteer their time at the blood drive. "We will work the
canteen (give the donors cookies and watch over
them)," Engard said.
"(The Stanford Blood Center) supplies the
posters and stuff. We can’t put out any money
because we don’t really have any, we just offer the
man power," Engard said.
Doreen Leith, spokeswoman for the Stanford
Blood Center, said the center hopes to reach its
goal of 80 pints to 100 pints of blood collected
throughout the two-day event.
Incentives offered for all qualifying donors are
See Drive, page 4

Symposium covers world war
By Jennifer Johnson
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

World War II will visit Sht as a
military symposium on Saturday
from 9 a.m, to noon in room 109
of Washington Square Hall.
Sponsored by the history department, the symposium features
three speakers who will talk on
various aspe, ts IVorld
Vat.TI

I

1 faun ...11%. a a e ently retired
SJSU lie.r..ry professor, will speak
on "The Role of the Marine
Corps in the Pacific War;" Gerald
Wheeler, former dean in the
College of Social Sciences, will
speak on "Kinkaid: Twenty Years
Later:" and lecturer Dwight
Messimer will speak on "Lt.
Martin Monti (USAAF) Traitor."

All thi , speakers have published books. Gaily Is the author
of "War in the Pacific: From Pearl
Harbor to Tokyo Bay:" Messimer
is the author of Is, ape;" and
Wheeler is the autli..1 .,1 "Kinkaid
of the Seventh Fle,t
I ’i, history
Members u
department said h
.ecided to
Seo H,s_ory, page 4

Two unusual crimes strike university
UPD investigating thefts
of vehicle, tampons, coins
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Off-road driving days may be
hyer for south campus mail-ormolue perm innei because their
,Ilt la
1:25
Quadtrack was
stolen
sometitne
between
Monday evening and Tuesday,
according to University Police.
Lt. Shannon Maloney said the

gate I,) the shed dial the SI,500
Honda was kept in was forced
open. Maloney also said the
theft was strange because the
keys to the Honda were stolen
early Friday, and the Honda
itself was stolen later,
Maloney said he thinks the
all-terrain vehicle may have
been stolen by a group of people. He said he doesn’t ever
recall a vehicle of this type
belt sli witql before.

Malone als. said a ransacking of tampon machines has hit
SJSU again.
lie said the crime comes and
goes. The assailant pries the
tampon machines open and
takes the tampons and coins,
Maloney said. He also said he
thinks one person is behind all
the thefts.
Anyone with information
about the crimes can call 924STOP.

Campus to host fitness instructor review
Fitness association
certifies teachers
1110.10S By AARON St’Ota
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McWilliams combines cheer and power
By Russell Hall
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

As a twelve-year-old child involved in ballet and
gymnastics, Denise McWilliams said she was hesitant
toward the proposition her dad had for her. As a
green beret and special forces
Army captain during the
Vietnam War, he wanted his
daughter to be able to protect
herself.
The current SJSU cheerleader said she mildly protested
because she was busy with her
other activities, but agreed to
learn karate when her dad
promised she could quit after
two months if she didn’t like at.
She said she first walked into the
East West Karate School in San
Jose a little timid, but eight years
later she is still there.
school,
high
Since
McWilliams has been spending
about four or five days a week at
the school, both training and
coaching. She also spends time
at East West perfiir ttt tt g lion
with
synonymous
dances,
Chinese New Year, Vietnamese
Tet and other Asian rlebrations
anti parades.
"I wear the lion’s head,"
said, in reference to
tMsmail W
the huge lion’s mask.
"It is a lot of fun. In January our group was invited
to perform at a Martin Luther King Jr. parade in
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Atlanta, Georgia."
McWilliams has been active her whole life. Ballet
led to gymnastics, and then came karate. All of these
involve graceful body movements and flexibility, so
McWilliams said it was only natural for her to get
involved in high school cheerleading.
"I got into cheerleading
after I hyperextended my knee
in gymnastics," she said.
McWilliams said she also
took to cheerleading fast and
contributed to the team participating in a national cheerleadMg championship.
She said she enjoyed cheerleading so much, she decided to
try out for the spiad when she
first came to SJSU in 1993. She
has been the squad’s head
cheerleader for the past three
years. M, Williams is also a
coach alid adviser for the
Willow Glen Spirit Teams and
has served as a judge at various
local cheerleading tryouts.
"I really have a lot of fun
cheerleading," McWilliams said.
"You get to dance and gel a
good workout at the same
time."
McWilliams, who said she
plans to continue cheerleading
SJSU for another year, is also
ciintemplating golf g out for the San Francisco 49ers
( ;old Rush cheerlei ding squad.
See Kick, page 4

Free speech fight
On the theory that the
only way to fight for
free speech is to speak
out, Internet users are
taking to the Web on
Washington’s birthday
in a project called "24
Hours of Democracy."
Page 3
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By Francis Ladines
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJSU accounting major Kirsten
Ibia’s love for aerobics may turn
into a perfect part-mime job.
Una is hoping to become a cr.’ tified fitness instructor like the
many physically fit and physicalh
minded individuals who will head
to Spartan Complex for the
Aerobic and Fitness Association of
America’s (AFAA) Instructor
Certification Review. The event
will be held in room 44-B on
Saturday.
The all day event will review
subject areas in fitness training,
and at the end, administer a test
that will deten tt i tt e whether a person is acceptable to be an AFAA
certified aerobic or fitness instructor. The test consists of a practical
test (aerobic instruction) and a
written test. It starts at 9 a.m, and
ends at 6 p.m.
The prospective instructors
have been studying on there own.
like Ibis. She has been taking
anatomy and science classes to
give her more background km uwledge. ’Hie AFAA provides study
guides and textbooks which can
be purchased and used to prepare
for the test. Group exercise teaching experience. bast, understanding of exercise
and CPR
certification are !fluffed before a
ertificate can be issued.
14R N.,
- SiAKI sN mu)
RN
PI
rol Sullivan, lecturer for the
human performance department. Carol Sullivan leads her Wednesday afternoon step aerobics class
through it’s workout in the SPXC building An Aerobics Certification
See Aerobics, page 4 class will be held Saturday for those interested in instructing

San Jose gets ABL
Riding the popularity of
women’s college basketball,
the American Basketball
League will play in eight
cities later this year. San
Jose will hose one of the
teams in the Western
Conference.
Page 7

Bridge work halted

’Son of 187’ fails

Caltrans officials quietly
halted work on a $22
million earthquake safety
project on the eastern end
of the Bay Bridge, shortly
after announcing they
were eyeing a new plan to
replace the segment.

The follow-up measure
to Proposition 187, meant
to deny citizenship to
U.S.-born children of illegal immigrant mothers,
will not be on the
November ballot, state
officials said.

Page 8 I
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Bonin abused inefficient judicial system
1982, a Los Angeles County
in
jury convicted William George
Bonin of the murders of 10
boys ages 12 to 19. along with
multiple counts of robbery. His
penalty, the jury decided, was
death.
One year later, an Orange
County jury convicted him of
murdering four boys, ages 14 to
17, and four counts of robbery.
This jury also sentenced Bonin to
death.
Last night, 14 years and nearly
a dozen appeals later, the state
put Bonin, 49, to death by lethal
injection. He was the third person put to death by the state at
San Quentin Prison in this
decade.
Bonin beat, sodomized. strangled and murdered these 14
boys, leaving their naked bodies

l’s not nice to tool mother
nature. Don’t tell that to
the
parliament,
China’s
Nati, atal People’s Ca ingress. That
Congress gave the OK to a multibillon dollar project to build the
mightiest hydroelectric (tun ever.
This dam supposedly will stop the
flooding occurring along the
Yangtze River in China.
The river as part of its natural
course has been flooding for centuries, creating new land as it
does so, but die government in
control seeks to harness the
power of the "Water Cods." They
will do this in the name of providing more energy to fuel die future
I urgeoning population of China.
The dam and adjoining reservoir
will cover more than tUdI ’inlet.
tenth,’
’Those 621 miles al
occupied by 8,000 hist, al. al sites,
\
13 cities, 140 towns.
peoand approximately 2
ple. China will not be providing
scuba gear for the residents currently residing among the Yingtze
residents will be permathe
nently displaced.
The engineering feat is an
impressive one, and other c
les have joined China in the fantasy of conquering and dominating nature, among thew the
United States. The piii I was
iguially financed i71, die World
Rank, an organizanou \dm Ii has
headquarters in Nei., 1.1k. and
clso has the finanel.il bai king of
private financial !wavy hitters.
Among those heavy hitters is the
U.S. Expo’ timport Bank.
Private estimate, have prn the
cost iif thi pole.I HpII COMplenon at Slim 1,1111..11 dollars. the
Clinton admit lea cation raised
is dacement of
ii tin ems for the
dizens and the possible hiuiiiiait
rights violations that ii iuilil occur.
Joan Spero, undersecretary of
state for international econ

by the side of freeways. Police
dubbed him "the freeway killer."
Gov. Pete Wilson said at a press
conference "...the whole process
has consumed more years than
Bonin allowed some of his victims."
The prolonged process of jusuce is a travesty, not only to the
families of the victims Bonin bnitalized, but also to the taxpayers

who foot the bill for Bonin’s endless number of appeals.
ber of appeals availThe n
able to a death row imitate
should be drastically reduced.
Two separate juries sentenced
Bonin to death. What doubt
could there have been?
According to the California
Department of Corrections, it
costs an average of $21,631 per
year to keep an inmate in
California’s prison system. Bonin
was on death row for 12 years,
which means he cost taxpayers at
least $259,572, not including
court appeals costs. Currently,
there are 436 prisoners on the
state’s death row at a phenomenal cost of $9,431,116 per year.
What are we waiting fore

The short-term solutions that win elections are rarely long-term solutions ...

Engorged
Despotism
By Laura I .auarini

The prolonged
process of justice
is a travesty ,
to the taxpayers.

Running for re-election

affairs, raised those same concerns this January.
The ultimate fear is that the
Chinese- govennuent has not presented an organizational solution
for its citizens that will protect
human rights and environmental
conc(’rns.
Environmentalists and scientists have already predicted the
1SA il)le extinction of the freshwater finless dolphin, cloud leopard,
and the Sibenan white crane.
Elwin iii iiiemitalists also point to
deforestation of the Yingtze forest as a ’,suit of the development
of die dant
Those opposed to the (lain also
admit the reduction of coal
dependent energy is beneficial,
but at too high a social and environmental price. Chinese seismeil, ’gists claim the area is riddled
with Molts, and the risk of catastrophic damage by earthquakes
is high.
Could the city of San Jose propose a great dam project to prevent the annual flooding of the
Guadalupe river? It could, but
Av Glen residents won’t have
h. II, ’Iry about losing their
liumues. How can we support such
sill ’al domestic upheaval abroad
if we wouldn’t treat our own citizens the same way?
China should take a second
look at its need to hastily go forward wali the greatest industrialist
fiat of the 21st century.
It is up to its to remind them
that this mild be part of the list
s that we
of human ligluts viola
are cut tently keeping on them,
withdraw
hastily
can
and that we
our finam tat support.
Laura Lazzarini is a contributing
writer lo air Spartan Daily.

By Becki Bell
Election year is traditionally a time of
buzz words, over-exaggerated causes-ofthe-day and holier-than-my-opponent
proselytizing.
Too bad that so little of the preaching that
goes on during campaign drives and political
speeches contains any real substance. Much of
it, in fact, falls into one vast blob of political
jargon that can be translated into two simple
words: "elect me."
At face value, there doesn’t seem to be anything wrong with the frantic struggle to cater
to the desires of die public. After all, isn’t that
what we elect politicians to do? Don’t we want
them to represent our political opinions and
beliefs?
The enigma that evolves from that common
misnomer is the same one that plagues all
complex social problems. Defined simply,
those problems become easier to understandr.
yet the more complicated details lose their
bility and are not given the consideration they
deserve.
The real problem is this: the 40-hours-aweek working population does not have the
time or energy to devote to a deep understanding of political issues. Working-class
Americans base their opinions on sound bites,
and this overly-simplistic outlook may lead
many people to uneducated conclusions.
Politicians thrive on such misinformation.
One of the latest GOP pet issues, for example, is Inteniet and Hollywood-bashing, a
band-wagoning effort that is often whittled
down to a simple enough phrase: "the children lllll st be protected."
Unfortunately, sonic of the deeper variables
get lost in all the emotion. Censorship is not a
mere matter of protecting children, it is a matter of the Giusti llll ion, psychology, sociology
and family responsibility.
lred lll i l tor details and complex
It is a I
sand difvariables that cumulate to form a d
ferent intricacies that cannot possibly be condensed into one simple solution. But "simple
scilutions" are exactly what re-election-hungry
politicians profess to offer.
And often those campaign promises
become short-term solutions dial quiet public
outrage but create more problems than they
solve. A perfect example is the recent
California "three strikes" law, by now a com-

mon backbone violent crime discussions.
It sounded pretty reasonable
if a c
al
demonstrates a history of violent behavior,
that person should be removed from society.
Politicians loved it because the outrage that
fueled the initiative blinded the public to the
real consequences of such a law.
Because the vast majority of die population
supported the concept, candidates could rally
around the cause, gain support from die general population, get re-elected, slap a publicly
praised Band-Aid on die issue of violent crime
and move on to the various other pork projects aimed at gai g another seat in office.
The impact of such political policies can lie
very serious. After the three strikes law was
passed, for example, people stopped pleading
guilty. The n lllll ber of court cases in the
California legal system skyrocketed. Already
overpopulated and understaffed prisons had
to face a growing influx of "iin-parolable" conyictx,diat here waisiniply no ro9ric
:short-term solutithilliAls was so touted IV
politicians turned into a
social catastrophe.
For as long as
this country allows
career politicians
to run for a second term or for a
new office, elected officials will
continue to make
the wrong decisions.
The short-term
solutions that
win elections
are
rarely
long-term
solutions to
the problems
they address.
Unfortunately,
die real solutions,
because
they
are
based on complex
ideas, are often
unpopular
with
the
voting

miming cycle of problems that can never be
solved.
The elimination of subsequent terms for
career politicians would not turn our political
system around, but it would at least provide
more incentive to "do die right thing" and less
incentive to get swept up in the pet issue of
the day.
It would at least partially eli lll i l late the influence of high-priced campaign contributions as
well. Perhaps it would even curb sonic of the
proselytizing and circus antics that have characterized our political system for such a vast
majority of our history.
Berki Bell is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

the
result is
a self-con-

Letters to the Editor

Right winger a
welcome respite
I am writing in response to the
column by Ken McNeill (Bet on
Buchanan in New Hampshire, Feb.
20). Since I have been at SJSU, the
Spartan Daily has done a good job
at having an extreme left wing
agenda. The one thing that everyone could count on would be die
Daily’s consistent liberal spin on an
issue.
This trend took a dramatic turn
with Mr. McNeill’s colu lllll regarding a great American, Pat

Buchanan. Mr. McNeill has often
broken ranks from the typical liberal agenda of the Daily by expressing more traditional values in his
columns. However, his latest work
is by far the most impressive. It
takes courage to say that you are a
member of die Buchanan Brigade.
Like Pat, Mr. McNeill has rejected
a "New World Order" and a
Council on Foreign Relations that
puts other nations’ interests above
those of our own.
Mr. McNeill has rejected a 1,000page "free" trade agreement that
surrenders our nation’ s sovereignty. And he has rejected the social

Michael Curran
Finance

Support for
athletics is rising
Leslie Asbury’s column (Sp!
students should support athletics, Feb.
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liberals who poison our society
daily. For once, someone at the
Daily has expressed views that are
more in line with the nation’s. On
behalf of the other thankful members of the Buchanan Brigade, I
would like to thank Mr. McNeill.
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/2)on the benefits of students supporting SJSU intercollegiate athletics accurately described facets of
the athletics program at this
school. We’re proud of our positive accomplishments in competition and of our student-athletes
who also excel in the classroom.
Ms. Asbury pointed out, "... student attendance has shown a significant increase since the (free
ticket) program started ..." The
improvement, particularly in football, is striking.
In 1994, 7,553 student tickets
were claimed in the free ticket program for SJSU’s four-game home

football schedule. In 1995, 15,388
student tickets were claimed for a
five-game home football schedule.
In fact, we had our best student
turnout ever when 4,475 students
claimed free tickets for last year’s
exciting SJSU-Stanford football
game. The absolute increase from
1994 to 1995 is 104 percent. The
relative increase from 1994 to 1995
is 63.6 percent per game.
We’ve also seen recent gains in
student attendance for our men’s
basketball home games. Our "Back
to School" game on January 25 was
our best attended game at the
Event Center this season. The stu-
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dent sections appeared full and
SJSU students were cheering from
start to finish for the Spartans.
With SJSU entering the Western
Athletic Conference next fall and
improved scheduling for all our
sports, our coaches and studentathletes are looking forward to the
continued enthusiastic support of
SJSU students.
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All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be:
put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall. room 209
*faxed to (408) 924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University. One Washington Square, San Jose.
CA, 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name.
address, phone number. signature and major.
Editorials are written by, and are the con
of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SISU.
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U’s Daily Calendar

Today
M.E.C13.A.
Meeting. 2p.m. Chicano
Resource Center, Waildquist
Library, third floor.
Call 246-2565.

Career Center
Practice for interviewing.
12:30p.m. and 2p.m.
Sign up at Business
Classrooms, rm. 13.
Call 92446033.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Meeting with a speaker.
MOp.m.-Sp.m. Student
Union, Cuadahipe
rm. Call 225-2224.

Muslim Student
Association (MSA)
Friday prayers, "Salatail
Jummah."1:15p.m..-2p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
sm.Call 448-8212.

Delta Lambda Phi
’The Mighty Lambda Man."
8p.ra. Greg’s Ballroom.
Call 446-5203.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits.
1 la.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.

Latter-day Saint Student*
Association (LDSSA)
Friday Forum - "Saturday’S
Wamor Mosie."12:30p.m.
66 S. Seventh Sc.
Cell286-3313.

Women’s Resource Center
Open sirt
group.10.m.
Adounistration Bldg., IM. f).07,
Call 924-6500.

PEOPLE

Saturday

A miffed Laker, Superman, and Twain

Beta Alpha Psi
(a volunteer income tax
assistance program).
Income tax form assistance for students.
12noon-4p.m. Business
Classrooms, nu. 309.
Call 924-9837.

Abdul-Jabbar slams Farrakhan
Si I Nt .11.. Incl. (AP) Kai eciii
1.11,,WII ha his sky hook, bail a slain -chink continent or two tor Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farniklian.
"I am an Orthodox Muslim," Alxhil-labbar said.
"I am not a part of Minister Farrakhan’s little
group.
"Ile is part of the problem, not part of the solution. Ile is a demagogue taking advantage of misery in the lilac k c (mummify. Ile’s not doing a lot
to change things." the National Basketball
Associam.ii i cc(.11 sic ii mg leader told about 600
people 5%’,,111,....1.tv iiight at Ball State University.
Abdul-jahluar, who majored in history at UCLA,
was tittle to pi calitte a book that he’s co-writing
called "Pi (Mies lit Black Courage." "One purpose
of this book is to help us realize what we haVe Contributed to this country, the greatest t ()sultry III
the WOrld," he said.
One ti chili Abdul-Jabbar did not want to talk
about was basketball. "Watch ESPN if you want to
catch that sniff," he said.

Human Performance
Department
Aerobics instructor primary
certification workshop
(AMA). 9a.m.-6p.m.
Spartan Complex, rm. 448
Call 924-3022.

Sunday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 8p.m. St. Joseph
Cathedral, 90 S. Market St.
Call 938-1610.

Sparta Guide is her
and available to students, faculty & start
associations. Deadline
i$ Spun tan class before
publication. Forms
available at MU-IWO.
Educies mar be edged
co altos. tot space
ersuictions

Chateau de Gloved One?
PARIS (Al’) I lie King 01 Pop may be !hulking about riigiling in a castle in central France.
Michael Ja, kson is interested in buying a
diateatt that bears a striking resemblance
Sleeping Beauty’s castle, the one he loves to
at Disney’s theme parks, Europe 1 radio repo] t(,I
Thursday.
The I,iIi- 11111cr Chateau de Chabennet has
82 rooms, MI \ ’011 ll,W01, and a moat. It’s on the
market for a Mel $7,
Rumors have persisted that Jackson is preparing to make a hid for the (liateati the Chabennet
in Poid-Chretlezi, about 120 links south of Paris.
Owner Philippe Marec would neither confirm
nor deny that Jackson had Cfmtat tell him.
Jackson’s Los Angeles-Inset’ publid ist, Lee Solters,
s,inl Thursday he wasn’t aware of Jackslin’s reported interest.
If Jackson were to buy the castle, he’d join a
growing Ina ..1 11111111.mi,, who have 1.111,1......,1
chateaus it ihe
1111,ailland,iii, hiding Mi. k
Jagger.

Justices frown on cable
indecency arguments
Supreme Court justices should not be subject to constitutional challenge.
WASHINGTON (Al’)
Only the government or people acting for the govare questioning a 1992 law that allows cable companies to ban indecent shows on certain channels or ernment can violate someone’s constitutional rights;
acts
by private citizens may be illegal but never unconinstead put them all on one channel that a subscriber
stitutional, said Lawrence Wallace, a justice
can tune in only by requesting access in writing.
At issue in a case heard Wednesday are provisions Department attorney.
.justice Anthony Kennedy at one point advised
to restrict indecent shows appearing on so-called
access channels that cable operators are required by Wallace to drop that argument and instead focus on
law to lease to local groups, as well as channels set the validity of the law’s challenged provisions.
Justices Ginsburg, O’Connor, John Paul Stevens,
aside for public use.
David outer and Steven
The provisions have been
Breyer also appeared to
the subject of a four-year
reject the government’s prilegal battle and have never
argument.
vate-action
taken effect. And excluded
The provisions perfrom their coverage are cornmit local cable companies
mercial cable channels such
to either ban indecent
as MTV, USA and HBO.
shows appearing on access
Justices
Ruth
Bader
channels or place all indeGinsburg and Sandra Day
Sandra Day O’Cornsor cent programs on a single,
O’Connor seemed sympaU.S.
Supreme
Court
justice
channel.
blocked
thetic to opponents’ arguCustomers who want to
ment that giving cable comhave to
programs
the
to
watch
panies the discretion
ask the cable company, in
choose what shows to ban is a
writing, to unblock the channel.
form of government censorship.
The law defines indecent programs as those that
"Government is steering the choice" as to what programs are available, Ginsburg suggested. "The gov- depict or describe "sexual or excretory activities or
organs in a patently offensive manner."
ernment isn’t a neutral arbiter."
Those challenging die law say programs on AIDS,
"The government’s thumb has been put on the
scale to eliminate a certain type of protected speech," abortion and childbirth could be banned or blocked
as indecent.
O’Connor added.
Local cable companies lost the ability to decide
The cable case is the latest in a series of legal challenges surrounding the government’s role in protect- what shows could appear on leased access channels in
1984. But in 1992, responding to criticism about lewd
ing children from indecency on television. A decision
programs on some leased access channels, Congress
on it is expected by June.
In January, the high court upheld government lim- decided to let cable systems decide what shows to
its on when such shows may be aired on TV and radio carry on those channels.
Cable companies have such discretion on all other
stations. Provisions in a new law designed to restrict
children’s access to indecent materials carried on channels.
Michael Greenberger, an attorney representing
computer networks also are expected to end up
groups challenging the 1992 law, said Congress
before the Supreme Court.
A majority of the justices appeared hostile to the should have used a less-restrictive means, such as
government’s claim Wednesday that the law merely restricting the times of (lay when indecent programs
and may be shown.
facilitates private action by cable companies

Still the Man of Steel
NEW YORK (AP)
Christopher Reeve says Isis
sex life still soars.
In an interview with CNN’s Lany King, Reeve,
who suffered a crippling fall last May, said his
"beautiful, extraordinary" wife, Dana, makes him
feel "like a high school senic tr."
Reeve’s cheerful revelatititi i anie it) response to
King asking whether he can still have sex. Seated
in a ventilator-equiplied wheelchair, he appeared
on King’s Wednes,lay ’light telecast.
The stage :Ind Sc 10111 Mal IttSI known for he;
four SUperillail kilns also ( 111,Seli he misses acting.
"I Mink I was .just getting die hang of it," lie
said.
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The government’s thumb has
been put on the scale to eliminate
a certain type of protected speech.

LONIn IN (Al’) At least she didn’t call hien
"Die Charles.
Emma Thompson, aniving Wednesday night at
the London premiere of "Sense and Sensibility,"
jokingly greeted Prince Charles: "(c id evening,
I’m Ivisia Tp, how do you do?"
’Hie film earned Thump. cc two Oscar
iiiii alums. for best actress and ha best adapted sir rein
play. I ler version of Jane Austen ’s tidwel of f
templation of roman( e and materialism is in the
n
g for best pi( titre.
Thompson would prefer to win the At adenty
Award for writing the screenplay, which took her
five years to c omplete.
"It took so long and means so much," she said.
Her pick for best picture? She favors "Babe,"
die Austnihan nominee about is talking pig.
"I just want to see his little trotters on die
led tern, I would love that.

Blowfish boxes cause a hoot
(.01.1...MBIA, S.C. (AP)
-tam ked Rear
View" on a school lunch box? Hootie and die
Blowfish doesn’t think so.
The band us
g Best ’lily Co. lie.. ( Ian ii ii g it
scud I heap hind hi boxes beanng the band’s name
and linage without pennissnai.
RI( hard Glister, an alli)t-tioN Um Ow Columbiabased band, said he I....iglu ,.11, , .1 die boxes f,(t
$1.99 at a store in Raleigh, N.C. :kindlier box Vidti
bought at a Chicago sic iii-.
The North Carolina sic e said it WI’ li.dr
the boxes butt was giving
awau.tion.
(he
The lawsuit, filed Fit, 2, adc .1.,
Minneapolis-based (I(, ti, MI, I i’u.cch cciiti...l,mark violation and unfaii
The band, whose annul) "( a a( ked Rear View hit No. I in die charts, Sttks unspecified punitive
damages and wants the boxes (lestroyed.

Smiley says Twain is nothing but trash
IIARTI(./RD, Conn. (AP)
Jane Smiley thinks
I hick Finn is overrated, a view that has literary
tongues wagging.
Smiley, who Woll the Pulitzer Prize for fi, ii ci iii
1992 for "A Thousand Acres," said Mark Twain’s
1884 novel "Adventures of I Tucklebeny Finn"
reduces the slave Jim to a sidekick.
To invest the book with greatness, she wrote last
month in Harper’s magazine, "is to underwrite a
very simplistic and evasive theory of wliat rad ism is
and to promulgate it."
About 1,01111 readers were so yexed they wrote
letters to the publisher.

_J
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SENSE
AANDR,
SENSIBILITY

stand, it will reduce the
Internet to a level appropriate only for children
destroying a forum for dissenting voices made all the
inure important by the
growing consolidation of
media and publishing concerns.
By Wednesday there were
Dave Winer dozens of essays posted to
writer the site from across America
and as far away as Spain.
Russia and Smith Africa.
They ranged from long,
lucid defenses of the First
Amendment to the simply
poignant.
Steve Westedund posted a snapshot of his 18month-old daughter and titled the page simply ’For
Emma."
"I had a part in bringing you into the world," he
wrote.
"I’ll make sure they don’t strip you of your freedoms before you have a chance and the right to fight
for them yourself."

(The Web) is an incredible tool
for democracy, and I hope that at
the very least we understand what
it is that we’re losing.

BRAVEHEART CITY HALL
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ENTER TO WIN ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE FOR TWO!
Ono amyl* lot two people. ovary week kir a year PLUS 104 Light Rail Adult Day Pan.. Sao theatre tor &tools
No purchase necessary Take 1101 tad to US Powl,on B Nay ser,ce ,.tended to I 00 A M to an, ornmodat .norm000rs

MAXIMUM
COMFORT

CONVENIENCE &
ACCESSIBILIT Y

3,400 Seats in
Magnificent Auditoriums
Comfortable Rocker Chairs
with Cupholder Armrests
Plenty of Leg Room

Lobbies, Concession
Stands & Restrooms on All Levels
Two Box Offices
Escalators & Elevator to
Upper Levels
ADA Accessibility
Assisted Listening Devices
for the Hearing Impaired

SENSAIIONAL
SOUND &
PROJECTION
8 Wall to 1()/..11 S, Forms

IDDI
11-1,--Tc.

hortal Sound.

In 2 Auditoliums

dts
4:114 ’
Lit

Details
I he ’24 I lours of Demo( ra( y Wcii Id
can be found at
hap://wionthotwinvi. rom/userland/24/

Emma trumps Prince Charles
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Netizens’ respond to legislation
with free speech Web project
66

iii,’
u,
(4.1 Reeue. paralVird 110111 the
neck down NMI his horseba, k I nling a( (Ovid,
voided a steely len Aye to get ha( k
his feet
He (
iiiiii (s rehabilitation and has gtall.II
about ditee-loturilis feeling back m his left leg lie
said he would walk agam III 10 yea, s.

CUTTING -EDGE
MOVIE PRESENTATION

,9

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
theory that the
On the
only way to fight for free
speech is to speak out,
Internet users are taking to
the Web on Washington’s
birthday in a project called
"24 Flours of Democracy."
Conceived
by
San
Francisco-based writer Dave
Winer, hundreds of people
across the world have posted essays, rants and paeans
to democracy on the World
Wide Web as a protest
against recent legislation
restricting free speech online.
The site is modeled on the wildly popular "24
I mrs In Cyberspace" launched earlier this month by
pliolographer Rick Smola!).
been
the
has
for
this
catalyst
"The
(Communications Decency Act) that’s been enacted
in Washington," said Winer. "(The Web) is an incredible tool for democracy, and I hope that at the very
least we understand what it is that we’re losing," he
said.
The CDA, a part of the telecommunications legislation pad kage passed by ingress earlier this month,
bans the transmission of indecent material in such a
accessible to children.
way Mat ci might
A Philadelphia cicurt temporarily blocked the act
on Feb. IS, saying the definition of "indecency" was
so vague that people wouldn’t know they were breaking the law moil they were arrested.
Free sped Ii cclvocates say if the CDA is allowed to

3
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Kick
From page 1
"(SJSU basketball player) Roy
Hammonds’ girlfriend, who is a
Gold Rush girl, suggested I try out
for
next
season’s
squad,"
McWilliams said.
Besides practicing cheerleading
for 10 hours a week and tr-aining
and coaching karate another 16
hours, the cnminal justice major
still manages to keep up with 19
units worth of classes. The 20-yearold said she plans to graduate in
spring 1997.
"I’m taking a large load because
I want to graduate in four years,"
she said. "I’m taking my last (general education) class this semester
and the rest are criminal justice
classes."
McWilliams said she wants to
pursue a career with the FBI and
feels her martial arts training will
be helpful if she needs to use
force.
"When 1 was trying out for my
instructor’s belt, I accidentally
broke six ribs of a guy I was performing moves on, McWilliams
said. "I was actually visiting the
guy at the hospital when they gave
me the belt."
One of McWilliams’ goals is to
earn her black belt. She currently
has her red belt, but said she
knows it will only be a matter of
time before she reaches her goal.
"My trainer told me it would
take 12 years to get my black belt,"
she said, "but I’ll get it sooner."
McWilliams, working with trainer and world Wu-Shu champion
Anthony Chan, performs a martial
arts discipline known as bok-fu
and has traveled around North
America competing. She has won
more than 60 first place trophies,
including a six-foot model she won
in Minneapolis. She was also
named competitor of the year in
1995 by the Bok-Fu black belts.
Recently, McWilliams has taken
up Mui Tai, a form of Thai kickboxing. McWilliams said her mom
is also a kick-boxer and suggested
that she take up the sport.
McWilliams has also made a lit-

From page 1
cookies, orange juice and little
ice cream bars. There will also
be a donor buddy program to
offer added incentive to those
reluctant to part with their
blood. This program will give
free T-shirts to any returning
donor upon bringing in a buddy
who has never donated before.
The buddy also gets a free Tshirt.
To ensure the safety of the
donors, a mini-physical is given
to the students who are giving
blood. They will check blood
pressure, temperature and measure hematocrit levels. This final

Stanford
STANFORD (AP)
University is considering using metal
detectors *parties following an accidental shooing at a sorority dance.

measure is taken to ensure that
the individual in question will
not become any more anemic, if
the already are, after they give
blood.
"Our requirements are higher
than that of a physician’s (for
giving blood)," Leith said. The
requirements are higher, Leith
said, because they are doing a
large diverse group of people
and want to ensure absolute safe-

ty.

According to Dr. Robert Latta,
the director of student health
services, it takes the human body
four to six weeks to completely
replenish a pint of blood. The
plasma is renewed in 72,hours, re’

and the platelets, which help the
blood to clot, are renewed in 24
hours.
"The red blood cells are the
biggest part of the cellular component. It takes the longest
(four to six weeks)," Latta said.
Special testing for disease,
like the AIDS virus, is done in
the laboratories after the blood
has been drawn. If there are any
questionable results, the donor
is contacted through the information given at the time of
donation.
"Come and give blood,"
Engard said. "If people are interested they can always help."

History
From page 1
put the symposium together to
share their knowledge of historY
"I talked to (Department)
Chairman Bruce Reynolds," said
history Professor Jonathan Roth.
"We came up with the idea."
Wheeler said he plans to focus
his lecture on a controversial
battle involving a World War II
admiral who was the subject of
his book. "(We are doing this) to
inform and entertain anyone
interested in military history," he

PHOTO BY AARON SUOZZI SPARTAN D.AILY

tle money for her talent. She was
an extra in the martial arts movie,
"Trained to Fight" and worked as a
stand-in in "Beverly Hills Cop III."
"I almost got a part in the movie
’Mortal Kombat’ but that is a long
story," she said.
McWilliams has also played a
"Mighty Morphin Power Ranger"
and performed shows at children’s birthday parties.
"I really enjoyed being a power

ranger because it incorporated
both dance and karate and it was
fun entertaining kids," McWilliams
said.
McWilliams seems to enjoy
everything she does, and life in
general. She said she prefers to be
busy, and even balances a relationship and a part-time job on top of
everything else.
life often gets stressful," she
said, but I enjoy it."

"I don’t think they would be needed for every event, but it is one of
the tools we may have to consider,"
said Stanford Police Chief Marvin
Herrington. "I know some schools
already use thenC
.
The lricidelit becuriled Feb. 4
when De Anza College student

said.
"What we are aiming for is to
"(The department) has a
make connections with people ’strong faculty and library,"
outside the university to keep Wheeler said, "perhaps it is time
with President Caret’s idea of a we shared that with the public."
(metropolitan) campus and we
"We hope this event that will
thought thir would be a good .k.attract not only students, but
way to contribute," Reynolds alumni or just citizens interested
said.
in World War II," Reynolds said.
Members of the department
Roth said the symposium is
said they are enthusiastic about open to the public and free of
bringing together these three charge. The floor will be open
speakers to show off their knowl- for discussion immediately after
edge on World War 11 subjects.
the presentations. "(The depart"(It is) a chance to demon- ment) hopes to make this and
strate our expertise," Reynolds annual event," Roth said.

Aerobics

From page 1
brought the AFAA to hold their
review at SJSU.
Sullivan said the morning
begins with an introductory lecture, and a practical test review
follows. In this segment, AFAA
certified professionals go over
aerobic techniques with candidates.
"They’ll ask them to warm up,
perform a couple of combinations of a routine" to see if what
the candidates are doing is "safe
or unsafe," Sullivan said.
Then there will be lectures
Concepcion Scott, 19, brought a
loaded .38-calber handgun to a reviewing material in the written
party. It accidentally fired, wounding test. Exercise physiology, kinesihim in the hand and a second stu- ology, nutrition and exercise
safety are some of the subject
dent in the leg.
Stapfprd, Y.icc ,Prqviot Mary ake.a%
4.64
Edrfietedslattor-daderedlirN-eview of .Agtiut
will start. At 4 pan., the two hour
policies governing parties.

Stanford parties may have metal detectors
University considers new
security measures

SPARTAN DAILY

teat _,

written test will be administered.
For prospective fitness instructors, "it is highly recommended
that they are certified," said
Sullivan. While certification is
not required by law to teaching a
class, it shows that the individual
complies with a standard of competence.
Sullivan pointed out that students "would not want people
who don’t know what they’re
doing" instructing them. Ibia
added that certification "would
be helpful because most instructors aren’t certified." Ibia also
said that being certified provides
better jobs.
The AFAA is one of a few certifying organizations regarding fitness instruction. "This organization hisp-ofelsifnial
4tugs
_re
rote
that c4v4Wce dis.lh
used to train people" to carry

out the review.
Sullivan requested to the
AFAA to hold review at SJSU so
that people in the South Bay,
particularly San Jose, could have
access to this event. She said she
believes many people would be
accommodated by having access
to this workshop. Past reviews
were usually conducted in San
Francisco or Sacramento.
"I thought this was something
that was needed," Sullivan said.
Ibia, though not entering in
Saturday’s review, said she plans
to take it soon. She said she sees
certification as an opportunity to
supplement her income.
"I can do something I really
like and get a cite of bucks to
ng student
acid to my a
atiount."

COLORADO
SPRINGS
GATEWAY TO GREAT WINTER RESORTS
Whether it’s for some extreme Colorado
skiing/snowboarding, or a Colorado Party
Maximus, let Western Pacific be your ticket
to a well-deserved Spring Break - at a
Super Low fare.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 800-930-3030 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
These are off-peak one-way fares HERE’S Aft YOU NEED TO KNOW. Seats may be sold out on some flights that operate dining very busy travel times. Peak travel times are 700 a.m. to MOO a.m. Monday, 2110 pm. to 700 p.m. Thursday, 701 am to 7110 pm. Friday, 2151 p.m. to 700 p.m.
Sunday All other times are off-peak. including all day Saturday. Seats must be purchased at time of booking and at least 21 days before departure. Fare does not include up to S12 in passenger facility charges. All purchases are fully non-refundable. (flanges may he made only prior to scheduled
departure time, for a S IS hange tee, plus any increase in new fare !allure 0 notify Western Path( of itinerary changes prior to departure time will result in forfeiture of payment All fares and change fees are subtect to change withnit noise

COLORADO SPRINGS
ONVENTION & vICI iris BURF Al/

800-DO-VISIT
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Career Fair
February 28, 1996

OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount Brokersm, is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the stock brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on February 28, 1996.

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Moodie sizes it up ...

Sports Focus
Briefs
1
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golfer Janice
SJSU
Moodie (left) , 22, lines
up her putt at the Los
Altos Golf and Country
Club on Thursday afternoon during golf practice. Currently, Moodie
is the second ranked
woman collegiate golfer
in the nation.

Men’s Basketball
The Spartans continue
their run for the BWC
playoffs with a 69-66 win
over UC Santa Barbara
on the road last night.
Lead scorers: Sam Allen,
16 points SJSU, and
Olivier Saint-Jean, 15.
SJSU, Mark Flick. 21,
UCSB

Moodie (bottom) practices putting at the Los
Altos Golf and Country
Club while freshman
Karen
teammate
Margrethe Juul, 20,
looks on. The two
women slogged through
the soggy golf course
Thursday
afternoon,
braving the mud to
sharpen their skills for
the up -coming tournament in Arizona.

ronvord
in Allen reacts
rne Sporrans In
volh 16
losf

See story on

and executes

Golfer ranked No.2 in nation
Schedule

By Lindy Boirvert
Spartan Dady Staff Writer

1,, Feb 20-25
BasebdI
SJSU at CS Sacramento.
Friday and Saturday,
2 p.m
CSU at SJSU. Sunday.
Muni Stadium,1 p m
Men’s Basketball
SJSU at UC Santa
Barbara,Thursday at
7:30 p.m.
SJSU at Longbeach
University. Saturday.
7:30 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
CS Fullerton at SJSU.
Friday, 7:30 p.m.
SJSU vs. UC Irvine at the
Event Center, Sunday, 2
m
Women’s Swimming
SJSU in Big West
Championship, FridaySunday at Long Beach,
Calif.
Women’s Tennis
SJSU at Saint Mary’s
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
Men’s Tennis
Spartans at UNLV,
Friday, Las Vegas.
Spartans at New
Mexico State,Saturday,
Las Vegas.
Men’s Gymnastics
SJSU at Stanford,
Saturday, 7:30 p.m .
Stanford gym.

If Vibeke Stensrud won’t settle for less
than perfection, she may be in for a tough
season. Janice Moodie is surrounding her
with competition as she nears the number
one position in the nation.
They both practice a lot and are methodical in their game and they want to reach
the highest point in their game," coach
Mark Gale said. "Janice is more comfortable
in her present game. If Vip (Stensrud) isn’t
perfect, she gets angry. She tries to get there
too fast. If she makes a mistake she thinks
something is wrong with her swing."
According to teammate Karen Margrethe
Juul, Moodie has a more consistent long
stroke, while Stensrud has a more consistent
short game.
"Janice is good at getting the ball to the
stick," said Juul, "her force is that she hits
every ball constant."
"Vips has an extremely good short game:
pitching and putting," Moodie said. "I’m a
very consistent player. I hit more greens so I
don’t use my short game as much."
"Janice is a more even player in both
practice and tournaments. I don’t think you
can see a difference in Janice’s playing
between practice and tournaments, and
that’s the way it should be," Juul said.
Moodie has been golfing for 11 of her 22
years. She practices about 30 hours a week
and still manages to find time to help teammates with their strokes.
"You learn a lot just from playing with

there is no competition."
"Competition doesn’t affect us (the team)
in any way that we aren’t friends afterwards," Juul said.
"Because the girls want to come to
America to golf (US professionals are better

paid), they are self motivated to do well,"
Gale said. ’They are both stars, they’re both
thoroughbreds.
Moodie. will next be in action at the Chris Johnson
Invitational an Feb. 27 at Tucson, Arizona.

Softball team prepares for Fabulous 4 Tournament
Spartans take on top 20
teams this weekend
Spartan Dady Suff Report

Women’s Gymnastics
UC Santa
Barbara at SJSU, Friday,
7i30p.m.

her," Juul said. "Janice is really, really good.
You learn just from her way of being on a
golf course.
"She’s a good technician. She knows a lot
about her swing. She can analyze herself
and she helps others on the team. She
helped me."
Moodie has even taught her boyfriend
SJSU alum Olaf Vlieks everything that he
knows about golf. Her boyfriend has only
been playing for two years and she and
teammates say that he’s already playing pretty good.
"He’s getting the bug," said Moodie.
"He’s hitting pretty good now. I would say
(the reason is) because he started the game
around good players, and he can mimic a
good swing."
When the Spartans women golfers are
around, the golf course teems with good
swings. This is a result of careful recruiting
by Gale.
"I am the recruiter," said coach Mark
Gale, who recruited the whole team. They
want to come here, Gale said.
"It was SJSU coach Gale who picked me,"
Moodie said. "He offered me a place on the
team and I said, ’Yeah, sure.’ It was the first
university to do that."
Many of the six golfers are from Europe
and both Stensrud (Norway) and Moodie
(Scotland) played on their home country’s
national teams.
Being on the same team brings only
friendly competition to the two.
"We go out as teammates always," said
Moodie, "but we’re competitive. Golf is
such an individual sport it’s hard to say

Debbie Nelson, SJSt head softball coach, hopes her Spartans can
smite two Goliths this weekend,
when they take on top 20 teams,
California State Northridge and
University of California Berkeley.
"We seem to play better against
strong opponents," Nelson said.
Nelson said the Spartans 4-5
record is not indicative of her

team. She said four of the five losses were by one run.
"(In each game) we’re one hit
away from being 8-1," she said.
The Spartans will start against
Santa Clara University Saturday,
and then will play North Ridge
and Berkeley later in the day. They
will play each team once on both
Saturday and Sunday.
If it’s sunny Saturday the game
will be played at PAL Municipal
Stadium, otherwise they will play at
Twin Creeks Sports Complex.
Nelson said the reason they’d

move the game to Twin Creeks is
because that field drains better.
Nelson said her young team has
been "maturing really well, we’re
building on success."
The team has seven true freshman and only one senior. "(This
has been) our best recruiting class
as a whole over the past couple of
years," Nelson said.
The Spartans are currently playing non-conference games. Nelson
said conference games start in
about a week, and everything they
are doing is building up to that.

Nelson said the Big West
Conference is strong this year, and
last year the top five teams all
made it to the playoffs.
Because of an early season
injury the Spartans only have two
pitchers in their arsonal. Corina
Lilly (3-2) and Lindsy Jarrell (1-3)
will split the six games this weekend. Lilly has an ERA of 2.00 and
Jarrell has a 3.45 ERA.
Nelson said that because of the
pitching situation the rest of the
team will have to get better. "Our
pitchers need support," she said.

The most surprising player of
the year has been Valeri Quintero,
Nelson said. "She has really
improved from last year," she said.
Nelson said the players picked
up a lot of confidence when they
beat Sacramento State, ranked in
the top 20 last weekend. She said
the team feels it can go head to
head with anyone. "We’ve done it
before and we can do it again," she
said.
Nelson added, "We’re looking
to do something this year and
build from it."
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ABL to start playing this year
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) - Riding
the populanty of women’s college
basketball,
the
American
Basketball League will play in
eight cities later this year.
The founding cities of the
women’s professional basketball
league will include Atlanta; the
Hartford-Springfield area in New
England; Columbus, Ohio; and
Richmond, Va., in the Eastern
Conference.
Denver, Seattle,
Portland, Ore., and San Jose,
Calif., will make up the Western
Conference.
Organizers say each team will
play a 40-game season starting in
October. Playoffs will be held in

early March.
They are all proven markets
for women’s basketball. They’ve all
showed a great deal of enthusiasm
from their civic leaders and their
business leaders and corporate
community, and we’ve been able
to work out solid arrangements for
arenas in all our ABI. markets," cofounder and league spokesman
Gary Cavalh said.
Ten members of the U.S.
National Team, including Jennifer
Azzi, Lisa Leslie and Sheryl
Swoopes, have agreed to play for
the new pro league. About 25
other players also have signed
agreements for the first season.

standout
Stanford
Former
Rachel Hemmer said the venture
is a boon for athletes who usually
have to leave the country to play
after c ollege.
"Young girls playing basketball
don’t have anyone to look up to
beyond the college level. When I
was a girl, I looked up to NBA
players," she said. ’This league will
give girls who play something to
shoot for after college."
Several contending clues submitted proposals for teams in
January, sites were chosen and
agreements were struck with each
market. Additional teams could be
added within one or two years.
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Spartans keep playoff
hopes alive with win
Verses Indy 5441Repun

wormg With 16 and 15 pouns.

The SJSU basketball fralll
kept its Big West Conference
playoff hopes alive as it edged
out UC Santa Barbara 69-66 at
the Thunderdome last night.
The Sparnins (8-15, 7-8)won
their fourth straight game and
moved one step closer to sixth
place in the conference. The
top six teams head to Reno,
Nevada for the BWC playoffs.
Forwards Sam Allen and
Olivier Saint-Jean led SJSU in

Both played less than 30
minutes as four out of the five
starters scored in double figures.
SJSU
center
Roy
Hammonds had 10 points and
guard Mannet Williams ended
up with 12.
SJSU guard Tito Addison,
who had seven points and
three assists, played the full 40
minutes with a clutch threepomter.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAJLY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee leered. The
classified colonels of the Spartan
Daly consist of pad advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verrled by the newspaper.

EVENTS
DON’T MISS OUT!!
Only 6 Days Left
Until Job Fair 96
Wednesday, February 28.96
10am 3pm. Event Center

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST FUNDRAISER Ram $500 n 5
dais-Greeks, Guns, CLts, mothered
indrinduals. Fast easy No financial
obleabort 1-800862-1982 act33.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.03 per ram.
Save 30% .6036
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-8(0 655-3225.

TUTORING
EXPERIENCED TUTOR
Grad Student will tutor Physics,
Chemistry, Math and Computer
Science. First session is free.
Call Steve: 408985.9192.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HEMTAGE CLUB.
Enpy bemire atout Irish Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408) 927-7925.

TRAVEL
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok summer Quarter / discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885.3538.

COMPUTERS ETC.
REMANUFACTURED
HewlettPaikatlCuipar Ficrluds.
90 Day Warranty
Vectra 486, venous models
Laserlet II and III, all models
Officelet and Officelet LX
Fax 900 and 950
Call for pricing
(800) 881-9654
MasterCard/Visa
$5 WE PAY TOP CASH SS
For Old/Used Computer
Memory di CPU’s.
*We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1.800.808-8356.

AUTOS FOR SALE
MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE GS ’90 wria
5sp, 74k. pw,p1, ps, an, cc, stereo,
alarm $7250.cto. 510-441-2558.

REAL ESTATE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-8008989778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

FOR RENT
2 DORM. APARTNENT $000/MO.
Security type bulking
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St
(408) 295-6893.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 full baths
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
$825/mo. Secured underground
parking Is available. Will not last!
Call 378.1409.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT new Alameda
& Taylor. Young male, nonsmoker, no drugs, to share house with
three males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
plus 10 hours a week assisting
disabled. References required.
Call Carl 275.8484.

BEN di JERRY’S
be Cream Parlor
Now hiring manager
& assistant manager
for San Jose Location.
Call (310)546.1717
Fax resume (310) 546.1597.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples 8, references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
525.0505...ask for Daniel.
WRITING HELP. Fast prulessional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
CRIME

EVENT ION INFORMARCN
1-900-622 -COPS
Personal Safety
Home securrty
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
nformation
$1.70 . nun. (9mn max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Phil 40868 3 5723.

SCHOLARSHIPS
61,000 STUDENT SCHOLARSMPS!
$1,000 scholarships and venous
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Erroll n Packagrg for
elierkly. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
reoewe 5 or more rob offers.
Starting salaries from $30k..
For details. contact Di-. Jorge
Marcondes. Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
FREE MONEY For Your Educatbn!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can he Private mcney.
No pay back. Fa details, cal
510-632-0835 or 510.471-8667.

WORD PROCESSING
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-2510449.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specRIc telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
v-acations or rnerchand Ise.

PI NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

408-9243277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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COLLEGE STUDENT 10 00" UST BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Register for class Roommate Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible
_Place to lose _Student loan _Buy hours. Serving Downtown Sanlosa
SANDWICH MAKERS
books _""FIND A .1081! _Strike Inner City Express. Apply el person.
$8.00/hour to start.
up a conversation with that nice 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
Sourdough Eatery
looking person I met at registration.
Tues./Wed./Thur./Fn. Days
*We can’t help you with everyTELEMARKETING
Apply @848 Nl First St, San lose.
thing but we may be able to help Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
WORK-STUDY CLERK 10/12 hrs you with a job.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN vik. SG/tr. Liberal Studies Program.
Would you like a position that 7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
and rewarding job? Become a Start Now! Use a Mac, 924-4414.
wd compfment you class schedule?
Near Lied Rail, Transit.
teacher or a subsitute for our
Positions available troirtiout San
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
school-age day care program.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Jose Sara Mira. Fremal &Milpitas.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
These are great positions for
Borg-Warner Protectrve Service
VANGUARD
Downtown
408-494-0203
students. Most teacher positions
FLEXIBLE HOURS
SECURITY SERVICES
Campbell
408-364-2700
are afternoons, M.F. Substitute
FT/PT/Weekends only
Apply 6-#FBany5orn.
Office positions also available.
positions are perfect for those
$7.49
3212 scoa Bkd. Santa Clara
who have only one or two afterUnarmed security officers
caner Scott/San Tomas.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED
noons available. Units in ECE,
Restecus dent sites
for new classy Asian Nightclub.
Rae, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required.
Medical Benefits
ADVERTISING SALES
Excellent tips. Weekend / evening
Please call Small World Schools
Trance/Uniforms provided
for English/Spanish Newspaper. shifts. Call James at 729.7829.
at 408-3793200 ext. 21.
Military experience a plus
Little experience OK, will train.
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE Car required. 20% commission
$35,000/YR. INCOME
Shoreline Golf Units NOW HIRING
1-800-385-9419
paid daily. Flex hours available. potential. Reading books. Toll
Looking for a fun job in a beautiful
or apply in person
Call John at 436.7850.
Free 1.800.898.9778 Ext. Rsetting? Shoreline Golf Links is 531W. liamilfixidl San Tomas Exp.
2236 for details.
the place for you. Meng in FM shop,
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
Dews rarge, & Snack bar area’s. eoe/m/f/d/v dngfree workplace. position for Contracting Co. in BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
Call now for info: 415-9036133.
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 408.369.1898.
earning $10 hr. to $400/week.
PARENT EDUCATOR
(am to $25.00/hr salary tips.
Jobs filled on a first come basis,
Reinvent parenting program for Students needed n the inniediate TEACHOVAIDES/REC. LEADERS call 4082496446.
DD Adults 25-30 hours per wk. area. Rd-time/parttime openings. Elem, schookage recreation prog..
$9.$11/hr. Fax resume 2484464. Call today 1-415-968-9933. P/T from 2-6pm, M -F during the
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
International Bartenders School. school year, tuns into F/T (or P/T) for egg donation. Desperate
LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY
during sum, camp prog. %Int. sal. Asian couples need your help
is looking for enthusiastic and SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call to conceive. Can you help?
energetic team players to do face Counselors needed for Girl Scout Janet at 354.8700x23. (Not met Ages 21-30, healthy and
painting, balloon animal sculptur- day camp in San Jose: Administra- school year? Call for summer em- responsible. Generous stipend
ing, and lead children’s games. Will tive. Counselors. Special Needs, ployment-lifeguards, camp leaders). and expenses paid. Please call
train. Pay vanes with experience. Arts & Nature. Join us! Call 408WWFC 1.510-820.9495.
Call 4082695701.
287-4170 for more info.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 yeaeold publishing com$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
SPORTS Markedrig/Management
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
pany, Southwestern, is looking to mailing our circulars. For info call
Intern. Seeking motivated individ- . POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
select B-10 students from SJSU
1-301-3064207.
ual with good communication and Irderested in aga/ent. for SJSU? to worft in ’OW Umimer prograre.
organizational skills. PT Flexible. Accepting applications for office Average profit from sumrner work:
Fax resume to 408.370.2634.
staff & director positions. Apply $5,766. For interview information
WANTED
at A.S. Office, Student Union, call (408) 241-9903.
SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students Room 360. Ph. 9246240.
WANTED STUDENTS SEEKING SS
with great voices, good communiFor Job Fair 96
TEACHER: Cupertino Montessori
cation ard the ck?sse Ininare norey. SVWM INSTRUCTORS/SUMER 98 School needs Class/Daycare asst
Wednesday, February 28,1996
Sue 995.5905. Hiring now!
WSI, CPR, FA, LG req. Please
(10:30-6:30/2:30-6:30) Elemt.
l0arn-3pm. SJSU Event Center.
send resume di cert. to: West
age. Benefits. Call 255.3770.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Coast Aquatics / Attn: JFN
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
Counselors needed for Girl Scout PO Bre 119007. Campbell. 95011. TEACHER: Before & After School Lose 8.100 lbs. New metabolism
resident camps in Santa Cruz
Program, F/T. Paid medical, breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3
Mtns. Specialty staff needed for
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec. weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Kitchen. Maintenance, Arts, Life- FT/PT positions with infants, units required. Resume to: Guaranteed results. $35.00 cost.
guarding, Environmental Ed. and toddlers, preschool & school age. Frederick Ferrer, de Gardner Free grit 1-800666.0841.
Horseback riding. Join us! Call Great advancement and growth Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
408.287-4170 for more info.
opportunity. Good benefits. limed. San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
livein companion. Call after 4pm.
AUTOCAD Level 12/13 Operator/ Call Action Day Nurseries. KITCHEN Cleanup helper needed 370.3604.
Designer. High purity gas facilities
408.996.1437.
T-Th/6:308pn, F/12:30.2pm. Lv.
design & installation. Piping draw.
name & ph. # @ 292-7333. Bizabetty
wigs. schematics, field verification,
$40,000/YR INCOME
OPPORTUNITIES
asbuilts. Part-time school year, potential. Home Typists/PC $9318K P/T WIN DISABUED ADULTS
full time other. Contact & get users. Toll Free 1-800-898. evenings & weekends in theW own HOME MAILERS WANTED!
resume to Dick &Ilan, 924-3928. 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. homes. $ 7. 21/hr. Call Greater $500/week possible. Write:
Mailbox Eng. 491. Leave message.
Opportunities at 2484464. Live-in Future Quest, Box 15199 San
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
also available.
Diego, CA 92175.
GREAT PAY. FLEXIBLE HOURS.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
10 to 40 hours per week. Counters
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER
& drivers needed. Got a sense
You will keep our cars shipshape
Too many benefits to list!
SERVICES
of humor, If so, come on down. Day, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T& P/T. washing, yecuuming chechre fluids
Pizza A GoGo 117 E. San Carlos.
Cal cr apply noes= firtn-Sun 7.7. and driving. Positions are now IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
4C8286-5880. 5550 Mercian Ave. available at our San Jose Airport Assistance with Visas and Green
COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM
location. We offer flexible sched- Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
Mien Say Cabs aid Patric%
"Software Developinent Support behnd tie Cad and Party Sloe.
ules in a fast-paced, friendly Tamara Daney .415.267-7267.
Requires hands-on Unix & Sun
environment. Candidates must be
work station experience. Develop CERTIRED AEROBICS instnictors a least 18 (with college credits) PROFESSIONAL GUITAR T now
tools for migrant developers.
wanted to teach aerobics classes and possess a good driving accepting students who
ish to
Emulation Ccrifetration/Tcolsmith - for Associated Students Campus record. Please apply in person excel in playing guitar or 1 ss. All
Develop debug & support new Recreation on SJSU campus. Call with your DMV printout at:
levels welcome: Be( ming,
ENTERPRISE RENT-ACAR
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
emulation control scripts. Create Jodi at 924-6217.
1350 N. Frst Street (Lel3artin Hotel) any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
functional emulation configuraSan Jose, California
tions. Translate & write Verilog YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
(408)452-1100.
modules. Must have Unix & ’C’ FT/PT School-age childcare (6. ECE)
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
programming experience (Venice preferred. M-F, 2.6 flex. Looking
EARN EXTRA CASH
ciesired)& know Sun workstations. for fun creative people who are
COCHRELL’S
up to $120/week!
"Both positions: Part-time school willing to make a difference.
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Member of Professional
year, full-time other. Top Pay! Summer opportunity also availAssociation of Resume Writers
Contact di get resume to Dick able (childcare, camp, aquatics). Healthy males, 1934 years old.
Reasonable Rates
Sillan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng. For more information, call Marie Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
California
Cryobank
Contact
at
4083701877.
(408) 356.6782
491, leave message.
41 5-324.1 900, M-F, 8-5pm.

EMPLOYMENT
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Throe
Days
$9
$10
III
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five maim.
Days
$13 Cry A wr
$14
NOM
615
$16
Send check cc money order to

Spartan Daily Claselfiede
After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day. Sol Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Firs! line (2$ spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 hnes: $110

Classified desk is located in Dwight Barthel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid 11No refunds on cancelled ads
SI Rates for consecutrve publications dales only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 954-3277

Please check
one classification:
_Campus Clubs. _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Shared Humid*
_Real Estate
Announcements* _Services*
__Lost and Found** _Health/Bei .
_Voludeers*
_SpcirtsTfiro,
_Insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment*
_Travel
_Conputers Etc
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Prcxessinu
__Erre/laymen!
_ Schniart.hitti
_Opportunities

_Events.

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required
" Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

CALL MAFICIA 266.9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
INSURANCE
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term PapersrPropects/Resumes
AUTO INSURANCE
APA Turabian
Carious Instranoe Service
MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Special Student Programs
Nursre/Soc. Work/English/History
Seryng SJSU for 20 years
International Students Welcome
’Great Rates few Good Driver’s’
Close to SJSU Campus.
’Goal Rates for NonGood Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED ’Gccid Student"Farnily Murices-Professional Word Processing!
CALL TODAY 296.5270
Theses, Tern Pawn. Nursing &
FREE QUOTE
Group Propects, Resumes, Letters,
NO HASSLE
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
NO OBLIGATIONAI
HP Laser II. All formats, specialzire
so open Saturdays 9-2
in APA, Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
KALTH&BEAUW
Worry free, dependable arid prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
MEN & WOMEN
call now to reserve your time! PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Call PAM 247-2681 (8an-1-5Pm).
Stop shaving. waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma
THE PERFECT PAPER
nently remove your unwanted hair.
.Resumes
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin ’Research Papers
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
’Manuscripts. etc.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Worked with SJSU Students & 1/2 price if made before 6.31-96.
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E
Tunaround. 10 minutes from SISLI. Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
(408) 379-3500.
from8arn-6pm@i4081037-0373.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES Electrolysis is the answer!!
Resunies Terni Papers
I remove hair from any where
Letters ’Tape Transcriptions
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
20 years experience.
Camelia s Electrolysis Place.
Low Rates!
408/297.3341.
1190 Uncory San Jose, 9939093.
MorkSat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing AO Students Receive 21716 Discount.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini or micro
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
cassette transcription. All formats,
Unwanted hair remcsed forever
sr."
Caniderluat
Fax available. Experienced,
Your awn probe or disposable.
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
3355. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
Linda 408-264-4504.
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ACROSS
sign
5 N,gnt noise
10 Self-satisfied
14 Slat
15 Type of pants
16 Promontory
17 Vehicle
18 Swiftly
19 Went on
horseback
20 Do a swim -test
task
22 Greek god of
love
23 Ahead of time
24 Sideways
26 Recede
29 Long fish
30 Car part
35 Snow crystal
40 Instrument
41 Play
44 Eve’s garden
45 Started
47 Vast numbers
colloq
49 "- Town"
52 Martial arts
expert Bruce 53 Counselor
58 Choir voices
63 Detroit football
player
64 Chipmunk
feature
67 Wading bird
68 Tropical vine
69 Jai 70 Foul
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72 Put into folders
73 Compass point
74 Feel
75 Box
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37 Commotion
38 Actor Howard
39 Naval rank
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42 Wire measure
43 Ginger 46 Noilher s
partner
48 Pounce
50 Sam and
others
51 Take on again
53 In existence
54 Shinbone
55 Works hard
56 Beginning
57 Long (for)
59 Takes d easy
60 Dutch
flower
61 Florida city
62 More bashful
65 Baseballer
Slaughter
66 Green
vegetable
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Initiative to deny citizenship fails to make ballot
Proposition 187 follow-up
needs 433,000 signatures
SAt.RAMi)
I he tollot,up
measure to PI ,position 187, meant to
deny citizenship to U.S.-born children of
illegal immigrant mothers, will not be on
the November ballot state officials said.
The so-called "Save Our State-2" or
"Son of 187" initiative faded to gather the
433,000 signatures necessary before last
week’s deadline, said Alfw Charles, a

spokesman for Secretaiy of State Bill
Jones.
Ron Prince, an Orange County activist
who created the SOS movement that produced Proposition 187, and now the coauthor of the 505-2, had predicted the latest measure would be crucial in this
presidential election year.
But the second proposal was only an
advisors measure seeking the state denial
of citizenship to U.S.-born children of illewould
gal immigrant mothers which
revise the 14th Amendment. It guarantees
citizenship to everyone born in the United

Slates.
Constitutional amendments require the
approval of two-thirds of the Congress and
the ratification of three-quarters of all
states.
Critics call 505-2 mean-spirited and unAmerican.
Proposition 187 was passed by voters in
November 1994 and was endorsed by Gov.
Pete Wilson.
It would deny illegal inunigrants public
schooling, social services and health care
except for emergency care required by
federal law. It would require police,

State Senate OKs
methyl bromide use

schools and hospitals to report suspected
illegal inunigrants. And it would make it a
felony to make or use false documents.
But most of it was struck down as
unconstitutional. Many organizations,
including the Mexican American Legal
Defense and Education Fund and the
American Civil 1.iberties Union filed lawsuits challenging the law.
A preliminary injunction prevents most
portions of the law from being enforced
by the state.
The follow-up proposal, SOS-2, lacked
political and financial support of

Have You ot the Guts?

Proposition 187 and there was a dispute
about Prince’s approach.
Ile maintained tight control of the signature-gathering process for SOS-2 and
was somewhat secretive, rebuffing press
inquiries and alienating some former
allies.
"Maybe this was the full employment act
for Ron Prince," said Harold Ezell, the former Inumgration and Naturalization
Service western commissioner who helped
draft Proposition 187. Ezell, however,
called the follow-up proposal "ill-conceived."

411

Campus Fest

Ihe iii 2001.
SACRAMEN It) AP)
They also said that methyl brostate Senate voted Thursday to
give new life to one of the world’s mide has already had one five-year
deadliest pesticides after rejecting study extension.
"The undisputed medical and
a series of health-protection
scientific evidence shows that
amendments.
By a 22-11 vote, the upper methyl bromide is one of the most
house approved a bill by Sen. dangerous pesticides ever proHenry Mello, D-Watsonville, that duced," said Sen. Nicholas Petris,
D-Oaldand.
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"The science is in
until Dec. 31. 1997.
on this."
Thursday’s vote
But Sen. Jim Costa, D-Fresno,
sent the legislation to the
Assembly, which has approved a questioned Hayden’s conclusions,
saying, "There is also the opinion
similar deadline extension.
that it may not have the impact on
Methyl bromide is an odorless,
colorless gas that is used to fumi- the ozone that many scientists
gate soil, structures and agricultur- thought."
Before approving the bill, senaal exports.
Bill supporters argued that the tors rejected amendments by
state already requires stringent Petris that would have:
Required annual 20 percent
safety precautions before methyl
bromide can be applied and said cutbacks in the use of methyl brothat banning it now would put mide starting next year.
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But opponents said that allow- the approval a travesty and said
ing continued use of methyl bro- safer alternatives, such as integralmide in California would pose ed pest management, exist for
serious health threats and encour- most crops.
age efforts to overturn a federal
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Swing by the Kodak Fun Saver camera booth for your chance to set
and spike on the pros. Okay, they’re just life-size cut-outs, but nail’em
and you could win a Kodak Fun Saver beach towel and other prizes.
KODAK FUN SAVER "CAM JAM" DRAWINGS
Jam your entry into the box at the booth, and every hour your name
could be drawn to win a Kodak Fun Saver pocket daylight camera.
At the end of each day we’ll draw for a Kodak duffel bag filled
with all kinds of Fun Saver stuff.
"TAKE YOUR PIC" MATCH & WIN GAME
Stop by the booth to play this "concentration" game of sorts.
Match the most pictures in 3 minutes, and you’ll win great
Fun Saver prizes.
BE A STAR!
Don’t be surprised if someone wielding a Fun Saver
pocket daylight camera catches you on campus in
action. Look for your picture at the Kodak booth display.

Methyl bromide
is a very potent and
effective chemical,
one of the
strongest chemicals
used throughout
the world.

SEnjOUIS

Kodak
FUN SAVER 35 Cameras 13V01

CEastman Kodak Company, 1996.

dak and Fun Saver are Trademarks.

Just in case
you decide to buy
the books
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The undisputed
medical and
scientific evidence
shows that methyl
bromide is one of
the most
dangerous
pesticides ever
produced.
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this semester.

Bridge project under fire
SAN F R
.ISCO (AP)
Caltrans 0111,1.11s quietly halted
work on a $22 million earthquake
safety project on die eastern end
of the Bay Bridge, shortly after
announcing they were eyeing a
new plan to replace the segment, a
newspaper reported ’fhursday.
The San Francisco Examiner
said the derision two weeks ago
may have wasted millions of dollars
because
state
officials
now
acknowledge that the work may no
longer be itimi lid.
Mule replat fluent wcaild make
seisnnc retrofitting unnecessary,
the first phase of the retrofit project began last September. the
project was aimed at strengthening
the portion of the eastern span

that 11111& over land between the
toll plaza and the Bay’s edge.
State officials aren’t sure how
much of the $22 million they
might be able to save.
Study Abroad
COSTA

VISA

It I C A

June 6- IS,
3 transfer credits
in English or Biology.
$2295. All ini Insive
Gloria Reid at
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OHLONE COLLEGE
(510) 659-6222

Pan-Asian Job Fair ’96

It’s everywhere
you want to be:

International Career Information. Inc

At Hyatt Rickeys Hotel.

Palo Alto, (1,1

Recruiters from multinational corporations will he interviewing
Asian -bilingual business and technical candidates at our Second Annual Pan -Asian fob Fair. Walk-in registration is $25.
For more information:

1-800859-8535

Asian Career Web:
0

htVilitindkoncomlacw,

L./ 8 A Inc 1909

